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� Finished Optical Integration and Testing Plan, Instrument Acceptance Testing Plan, and
Interface Mounting and Alignment Plan for CDR.

� Met with representatives from US Laser concerning slit mask cutter.

� Received fused silica blanks. NaCl blanks have been received by Bicron, which is doing the
birefringence testing.  One of the blanks has a grain boundary, and we will have to decide
whether to accept it (it could be used in the camera).

� Received coating quotes for multilayer, solgel, and MgF2. 

� Received sealed bids for Lens Fabrication.

� The sealed bid for the waveplates has been received and has been awarded to Halle.

� The sealed bid for the beamsplitter will be opened April 9.

� After CDR, we met with Alan Schier to discuss alignment of the beamsplitter array.  Several
scenarios were developed.  Alan will investigate alternatives to the Dow-Corning optical grease
that has been baselined for coupling the prisms.

� A draft specification for the holography for the VPH gratings has been sent to three vendors,
with two responses so far.

Mechanical 

� The first half of the month was spent preparing documentation and presentations for the CDR. 

� Reran the FEA analysis of the structure before the CDR and was able to get very close to
meeting the flexure spec. We are confident we can shave off the final few microns as we design
the camera in detail. 

� Worked with Design Concepts on manufacturing drawings: we have red-lined the Wave Plate
Mechanism and Slitmask and those drawings are nearly finalized; the Grating and Articulation
Mechanisms are well on their way too. We will undertake the red-line exercise later this week. 



� After CDR we met with Alan Schier and we were able to tie down the interface between the
opto-mechanics and the structure. We have agreed on mounts and flange bolt-hole patterns 

� We also met with Leon Nel after CDR and we have agreed on the guider interface. We also
went through the ICD and marked-up  changes as necessary. 

� The first batch of invar has been ordered. 

Control

The following control system issues were discussed in Madison following the CDR.

� Power distribution system was marked up; expect updated ICD from Leon. 

� TCS Interfaces: Gerhard drew a detailed diagram showing the subsystem interfaces, and the
data flow between them during the normal cycle of observations.  We need to digest this data
flow, and update our ICDs. 

� PCON/PDET interface:  Gerhard pitched the advantages of a state-driven interface, rather than
an event-driven interface.  Advantages include robustness against lost events, better data logging
and fault recovery. DOD and JWP agreed to implement their subsystems like this, and DOD is
updating the ICD.  JWP will convert the generic mechanism control system to this new method,
to flush out any operational details. 

Management

� Supported CDR

� Drafted a response to the CDR panel report.

Etalons (Ted Williams and Chuck Joseph)

Williams and Joseph supported the PFIS CDR presentation, creating Power Point slides. 
Williams attended CDR.  There were no technical concerns raised at CDR regarding the Fabry-
Perot subsystem.

Williams and O'Donoghue (SAAO) began discussions regarding the FORTRAN software
algorithms used to characterize etalon performance and calculate parameter settings.  The
SAAO-RU software interface appears to be straight forward and easy to implement.  Williams is
drafting a software interface document between SAAO and Rutgers.

The polishing of the etalons is progressing well and has reached the stage were two of the three
etalons are ready for final figuring (i.e. these are now flat enough to have their surfaces
matched).  Final figuring is done by hand iteratively with each polishing sequence taking a day



so that the fused silica can reach equilibrium.  All other critical items for the first etalon are in
place and are waiting for the plates to be coated.  The coating vendor is aware of the need for a
quick response and will be expediting their effort.  The delivery of the first etalon has slipped by
about 2 weeks to the end of April.  We have been preparing for a rapid turn around on the testing
since these tests will determine the final bandpass filter requirements.  Our graduate student has
begun testing of some etalons for another program so should be well up the learning curve when
the first etalon arrives.  Simultaneously, we are adapting the test setup to accommodate the larger
telescopes used for the SALT Fabry-Perot.

Our mechanical engineer (Goldfarb) is working on the final detailing of the design of the etalon
insertion mechanisms.   Purchase orders for the commercial slide will be placed in the next two
weeks.   Similarly, the attachment pieces that hold the etalon onto the slide mechanism will be
available for machining within the next two weeks.  Mating interfaces between the overall PFIS
structure and the insertion mechanisms are being finalized with Wisconsin's mechanical
engineer.  Upon his return from vacation/honeymoon Smith intends to visit Rutgers.   Ball and
nesting mechanisms will insure etalon tip-tilt with respect to the PFIS optical bench will be
within tolerances.  The slide mechanism will be a commercially available Festo DGPL-40-304-
PPVA-KF with a pneumatic slide from the same family as others being used by the  PFIS
instrument.

The Rutgers shop provided price estimates for the assembly of the overall PFIS structure. 
Preparations are being made to create a special welding area in our high bay, including the
fabrication of a special welding fixture.  Additional activities such as stress relieving will be
done by an outside vendor under the direction of Rutgers shop personnel.  Rutgers scientists will
provide on-site monitoring of shop activities, but Wisconsin retains all management
responsibilities. 

Outstanding Action Items:
� Create a Rutgers-SAAO interface document
� Prepare for rapid turn around of the test results of etalon #1.
� Finish detailing the mechanical design of the slide mechanism

Detectors (Darragh O'Donoghue)

�  Last minute revisions to PFIS CDR documentation package 

�  Attend and support PFIS CDR

�  Interact with JWP to discuss software between PFIS control and detector computers

�  Work on post-CDR revisions to documentation



Activities for the next month

� Mechanism 
work with Design Concepts to complete manufacturing drawings
meet with Rutgers personnel to finalize plan for structure fabrication
analyses in support of CDR panel questions
start purchasing of mechanism parts

� Optics
award lens fabrication order
award beamsplitter order
start final optics design iteration: testplate analysis; add lens coupling fluid
write RFP for slitmask cutter

� Control
finish electronics box detailed designs
purchase control system parts (motors, motor controllers, etc)

� Detectors
finish updating ICD

� Management
Quarterly management report
Rework Fabrication and Test Phase schedule based on CDR comments


